Learning metathesis: Evidence for syllable structure constraints
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ABSTRACT

One of the major questions in the cognitive science of language is whether the perceptual and phonological motivations for the rules and patterns that govern the sounds of language are a part of the psychological reality of grammatical representations. This question is particularly important in the study of phonological patterns – systematic constraints on the representation of sounds, because phonological patterns tend to be grounded in phonetic constraints. This paper focuses on phonological metathesis, which occurs when two adjacent sounds switch positions (e.g., \textit{cost} pronounced as \textit{cats}). While many cases of phonological metathesis appear to be motivated by constraints on syllable structure, it is possible that these metathesis patterns are merely artifacts of historical change, and do not represent the linguistic knowledge of the speaker (Blevins & Garrett, 1998). Participants who were exposed to a metathesis pattern that can be explained in terms of structural or perceptual improvement were less likely to generalize to metathesis patterns that did not show the same improvements. These results support a substantively biased theory in which phonological patterns are encoded in terms of structurally motivated constraints.

Introduction

One of the goals of the cognitive science of language is to understand the relationship between human cognition and the rules and patterns that are found across languages of the world. In the search for understanding this relationship, questions arise in regards to the extent to which patterns in languages are arbitrary, or are grounded in perceptual and cognitive principles. A phonological pattern is grounded if it can be explained in terms of phonetic grounding (e.g., increases the perceptibility of a word) or structural improvements (e.g., improves the syllable structure of a word), and is arbitrary if the pattern cannot be explained in these terms (Anderson, 1981).

On the one hand, linguistic patterns are typically analyzed using features and representations that are highly specific to language and language structure (e.g., vowel height) (Berent, Balaban, Lennertz, & Vaknin-Nusbaum, 2010; Goldsmith, 1993; Kiparsky, 1973), and include the structural improvements that result from the phonological rule/pattern (e.g., a reduction in markedness\(^1\)) (Prince & Smolensky, 2004). On the other hand, linguistic patterns are often analyzed using highly abstract, symbolic constructions (e.g., reduplication as /AB/ → [ABAB]) (Chomsky & Halle, 1968). Phonological patterns can be considered abstract in two ways. First, phonological patterns refer to an ‘underlying’ form, or input, that may never be pronounced by a language user. Second, the representation makes use of symbols that include a wide range of elements (e.g., high vowels, or final position). The use of abstract

\(^1\) Markedness is defined as the extent to which a phonological unit is dispreferred due to articulatory, perceptual and other cognitive constraints.
symbols opens the possibility for patterns to apply not only to linguistic units, but to non-linguistic units as well (Finley & Christiansen, 2011) (e.g., the element in final position is repeated). This raises the question as to whether symbolic rules are formed from general cognitive mechanisms, rather than from domain specific language generators (Chater & Christiansen, 2010; Monaghan, Chater, & Christiansen, 2005; Monaghan, Christiansen, & Chater, 2007), and whether the structural constraints that motivate linguistic patterns duplicates both domain-general cognitive constraints and considerations from language change, and therefore need not be included in the linguistic grammar (Blevins, 2004; Hale & Reiss, 2000). This issue is especially relevant for phonological patterns, which tend to be abstractions from more universal phonetic principles (Hyman, 1976). For this reason, this paper will focus on phonological patterns, specifically metathesis.

Phonological metathesis occurs when two adjacent sounds switch places (e.g., pronouncing ‘cast’ as ‘cats’, in which the /t/ and the /s/ switch). Because many cases of metathesis are diachronic, or historical in nature, some cases of metathesis may appear to be arbitrary. Within the Metathesis in Language Database (Hume, 2016), several languages are listed as having no clear motivation, either phonetic or phonological, and can be considered to be arbitrary. For example, in Georgian, the thematic suffix /-av/ metathesizes with sonorants, (e.g., /k'vla/ ‘you kill them’), without any clear phonetic or phonological motivation (Hume, 2016).

Seemingly arbitrary patterns can also arise from the fact that metathesis involves abstract symbol manipulation (e.g., ![AB](BA)). Cases of ‘mirror image’ metathesis (Hume, 2004) in which one language shows one direction of metathesis (e.g., Hungarian, where /h/ metathesizes with /r/, ![hr](rh) → ![rh](hr), as in ![tehernek](load-DAT) → ![terhek](tehernek) ‘load-PL’) and another language shows the opposite direction of metathesis (e.g., Pawnee, where /rh/ becomes /hr/, ![ti](hr) → ![hr](ti) ‘is called’), appear to be arbitrary because it is not clear what kind of perceptual or structural motivation could produce both directions of metathesis. Accounting for metathesis using abstract symbol manipulation allows for both directions of metathesis to occur (i.e., both ![AB](BA) and ![BA](AB)) without reference to structural or perceptual motivation.

While some cases of ‘mirror image’ metathesis appear to be arbitrary, other cases of ‘mirror image’ metathesis can be grounded in the perceptual constraints of the specific language. Because languages vary with respect to both the phonetic realization of sounds and syllable structure constraints, the optimal order of sounds may vary depending on how perceptual constraints interact in a given language. For example, Old English metathesis involves /ks/ becoming /ks/ (e.g., ![aske](ask) → ![akse](akse) ‘ash’) following a stressed syllable, while Colloquial French metathesis involves /ks/ becoming ![sk](ks) on the final, stressed syllable (e.g., ![fiks](fiks) → ![fisk](fisk) ‘fish’). Differences in stress assignment between these two languages result in differences in the perceptibility of /s/ word finally, and result in ‘mirror image’ metathesis that is perceptually motivated by different language-specific perceptual constraints (Blevins & Garrett, 2004). Thus, even though the abstract symbols allow for both directions of metathesis to apply, phonetic and phonological constraints ground the phonological patterns, so that they are no longer arbitrary.

Hume (2004) argues that Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince & Smolensky, 2004) is ideal for accounting for perceptual and structural grounding of metathesis. In OT, language-specific differences are formalized as differences in constraint rankings. Markedness constraints govern the perceptual and structural makeup of a word. For example, ‘CODA is a formalization of the preference for onset consonants (the start of a syllable, as in [ba]) over coda consonants (the end of a syllable, as in [ab]). Faithfulness constraints, on the other hand, allow for violations of markedness constraints in favor of preserving the underlying form of a word. When markedness constraints outrank faithfulness constraints, structural changes occur, but when faithfulness constraints outrank markedness constraints, the underlying form is preserved. In order to induce metathesis, the markedness constraints that drive metathesis must outrank the faithfulness constraints that preserve the linear order of sounds in a word (i.e., LINEARITY). In languages with metathesis, LINEARITY must be ranked below the markedness constraints that motivate metathesis. The result is that metathesis applies only when a markedness constraint would otherwise be violated; spurious metathesis would result in spurious violations of LINEARITY, and would therefore not be accepted in the language.

The OT analysis outlined above implies that metathesis cannot be arbitrary, but as noted above, there are cases of arbitrary metathesis. In OT, arbitrary patterns can be accounted for in a variety of ways, including ‘ad hoc’ constraints that target the specific pattern (Hayes, 1999). An ad hoc constraint for an arbitrary metathesis pattern might be something like ‘SWITCH-CC’, requiring consonants to change places from the input to the output. Because this kind of arbitrary, ad hoc constraint applies without structural considerations, metathesis applies more generally, regardless of whether metathesis results in structural improvements.

The existence of both grounded and arbitrary phonological processes poses the question of whether grounded patterns are privileged in terms of typology and learnability. According to the substantively biased theory of learning (Finley & Badecker, 2007; Wilson, 2006), language users...
are biased toward phonological patterns that are grounded in phonetic or structural improvements. Substantively biased learning combines language specific components (such as syllable structure) with domain general cognitive mechanisms (such as memory and attention) to form the set of patterns that learners are most likely to learn. The substantively biased theory of learning predicts that phonological patterns that are phonetically or phonologically grounded will be easiest to learn. It also predicts that learners will formulate constraints in terms of phonetic and phonological grounding, if possible. According to the substantively biased theory of learning, learners' formalization of metathesis constraints will be different depending on the presence or absence of structural or perceptual improvement; arbitrary metathesis patterns are learned with a more general set of constraints than a metathesis patterns governed by syllable structure.

The substantively biased theory of learning necessarily relies on 'substance'- phonetic and structural grounding. This is contrasted with the substance free approach to phonology. This theory of phonology advocates that the substance that grounds phonological patterns (e.g., perceptual and cognitive constraints) does not play any role in the characterization of phonological patterns (Hale & Reiss, 2000). The substance-free approach to phonology predicts that both a grounded and an arbitrary metathesis pattern should receive the same formal analysis (e.g., /A/ + /B/ → [BA]). The substance-free approach to phonology is consistent with evolutionary approaches to phonology that assert that the phonetic grounding for phonological patterns is a part of the historical development of the language, and is not a part of the mental representation of the phonological grammar (Blevins, 2004; Blevins & Garrett, 1998).

Much insight into the debate between substantively biased and substance-free approaches to phonology has been gleaned from artificial grammar learning experiments (Moreton, 2008). In these experiments, naive language users are trained on a novel phonological pattern and then tested on their learning and generalization of that pattern. For example, in Moreton’s (2008) study, participants were more likely to learn a phonological pattern that contained phonetically grounded constraints than a pattern that could only be explained in terms of language change, even when controlling for typological frequency.

Several learning experiments have shown biases for typologically preferred patterns, further suggesting that learners make use of the factors that influence the typology of language patterns across languages of the world (Carpenter, 2005; Finley, 2012; Finley & Badecker, 2009b; Finley & Badecker, 2012; White, 2014; Wilson, 2003, 2006). However, these studies have not directly addressed whether the learned patterns contain the perceptual or structural grounding for these novel patterns. In addition, the evidence that learners prefer phonetically grounded or arbitrary patterns appears to be mixed (Moreton & Pater, 2012). One reason for these mixed results is that phonetically grounded phonological patterns are more likely to be described in simple terms (e.g., constraints involving a single phonological feature), while arbitrary phonological patterns may require more complex representations (e.g., constraints that require multiple features), making it difficult to tease apart whether the differences in learning are due to complexity or to phonetic grounding. For example, Saffran and Thiessen (2003) found that nine month old infants were more likely to learn constraints on word forms that involved a single feature (e.g., all words start with a voiced stop) than constraints on word forms that involved more than one feature (e.g., all words start with coronal and velar voiced stops and labial voiceless stops). It is possible that arbitrary phonological patterns are easier to learn when such arbitrary phonological patterns make use of simple representations (Moreton, Pater, & Pertsova, 2015). Because the metathesis rule is equally complex regardless of whether the pattern is grounded or arbitrary, it is possible to control for both formal complexity and arbitrariness. In the present study, two sets of learners with similar language backgrounds (i.e., adult English speakers) were trained on a metathesis pattern that shared the same level of formal complexity across two conditions, but the pattern varied in terms of arbitrariness and grounding; the metathesis pattern either improves syllable structure (via the Maximal Onset Principle, described below) or a does not improve syllable structure (through violation of "Coda).

A general linguistic tendency is to prefer onsets to codas, and to maximize onsets to avoid codas where possible. This principle is referred to as the Maximal Onset Principle (Selkirk, 1982). Across a syllable boundary, English speakers will parse two adjacent consonants as a complex onset rather than as a coda (if allowed by syllable structure constraints). For example the word 'apron' is parsed as [e. prln] rather than [ep.rln] in order to satisfy the Maximal Onset Principle and to avoid a coda. In contrast, English speakers parse 'captain' as [cæ .ptln] rather than [cæ .ptln] because the /pt/ is not a valid onset in English. A metathesis pattern that results in a complex onset (e.g., /el/ + /pa/ → [e.pla], "[e.pla]" is a pattern that is grounded in structurally-based markedness constraints, while a metathesis pattern that results in a coda when one could have been avoided (e.g., /ep/ + /la/ → [e.pla], "[e.pla]") is arbitrary. Note that this difference in motivation relies on English syllabification principles. If English did not allow complex onsets, then metathesis would result in a coda in both cases (e.g., /el/ + /pa/ → [ep.la]).

The hypothesis tested in the present study is that in phonologically grounded cases, learners will only extend the pattern to cases that show the same perceptual motivation; in arbitrary cases, learners will generalize more freely. This type of differential generalization can be used to test the hypothesis that learners make use of the grounding of the phonological pattern when generalizing to novel items. A theory of substantively biased learning would be supported if learners were more likely to
generalize a novel metathesis pattern when it improves syllable structure constraints. A theory of substance-free learning would be supported if learners show generalization to novel metathesis patterns regardless of the whether the novel metathesis satisfies structural constraints.

**Experiment 1**

The goal of Experiment 1 was to explore whether learners make use of syllable structure improvements to help learn a novel metathesis pattern.

**Method**

**Participants**

All participants were adult monolingual native English speakers who had not studied any language with a regular metathesis pattern. Forty-eight participants were recruited from the University of Rochester community, whose gender and age were representative of the university population. All participants were paid $10 for their participation and followed standard informed consent and debriefing procedures. Participants were randomly assigned, but evenly distributed across four experimental conditions: Onset-L, Onset-R, Coda-L, and Coda-R, where ‘R’ and ‘L’ indicated the liquid consonant that was present in all bisyllabic forms used in the training set. No participants were excluded in this study, as all participants met the requirements and appeared to follow directions.

**Design**

Participants were exposed to a miniature language that demonstrated a metathesis pattern. Metathesis was presented to the learner as a result of the concatenation of two independent syllables. In this ‘triad presentation’ (Davidson, Smolensky, & Jusczyk, 2004; Finley, 2011b; Finley & Christiansen, 2011), participants heard a VC syllable followed by a CV syllable and the concatenation of two independent syllables. In this ‘triad presentation’ format. The difference across conditions was the type of metathesis, noted above), making the inference of the underlying form relatively straightforward. In all items, the first two syllables in the first set were always identical to the first two syllables in the second set (e.g., /ep/ + /la/); the difference between the two sets was the bisyllabic word, which was either a faithful representation of the input: /V1C1/+/ C2V2/ vs. /V1C2C1V2/, /ep/ + /la/ → [elpa]). This triad design allows the learner to be exposed to the underlying form in a clear and unambiguous way. While phonological processes in natural languages do not always have a clear underlying form, many processes occur as a result of morphological derivation (e.g., Hungarian metathesis, noted above), making the inference of the underlying form relatively straightforward. In all items, one consonant was a liquid (/l/ vs. /r/) and the other consonant was a non-coronal stop (/p, k, b, g/). Non-coronal stops were used because English phonotactic constraints restrict syllables from beginning with ‘/t/ and ‘/dl/. All vowels were drawn from the set /i, e, o, u/.

All training items across all conditions used this same triad format. The difference across conditions was the type of liquid (/l/ vs. /r/) and the placement of the liquid (C1 vs. C2). In the Onset conditions, the liquid appeared in C1 and the stop appeared as C2 (e.g., /el/ + /pa/ → [elpa]). When the liquid appears in C1, after metathesis applies, the syllable structure is improved because the onset of the second syllable is maximized. In the Onset-L Condition, C1 was always /l/ (e.g., /el/ + /pa/ → [elpa]), and in the Onset-R Condition, C1 was always /r/ (e.g., /er/ + /pa/ → [epra]). In the Coda conditions, the stop occurred in C1 and the liquid appeared as C2 (e.g., /ep/ + /la/ → [elpa]). When the liquid appears in C2, syllable structure is not improved because the onset of the second syllable is not maximized, and the first syllable has a coda.

In the R conditions, the liquid was always /r/ (e.g., /er/ + /pa/ → [epra]), and participants were tested on /l/ in the New Segment items at test (discussed below). In the L conditions, the liquid was always /l/ (e.g., /el/ + /pa/ → [elpa]), and participants were tested on /r/ in the New Segment items. The difference between these two conditions largely served as a control, as there were no hypothesized differences between the L and the R conditions. Examples of the training and test items can be found in Table 1.

Following exposure, participants were given a two-alternative forced-choice test. Participants were asked to compare two sets of three items: one involving metathesis: /V1C1/+/ C2V2/ → [V1C2C1V2], and the other involving no-change (i.e., a faithful representation of the input): /V1C1/+/ C2V2/ → [V1C1C2V2]. For example, learners were asked to choose which of two sets of three belonged to the language: /ep/ + /la/ → [elpa] or /ep/ + /la/ → [epa]. The first two syllables in the first set were always identical to the first two syllables in the second set (e.g., /el/ + /la/); the difference between the two sets was the bisyllabic word, which was either a faithful concatenation of the bisyllabic word, or a concatenation in which the two consonants have undergone metathesis (e.g., [elpa]). Order of concatenation (no change vs. metathesis) was counterbalanced across items.

There were four different types of test items: Old items, New items, New Segment items, and New Position items. Old items appeared in the training set, New items did not appear in the training set, but had all of the properties of the training set (the same liquid consonant appeared in

**Table 1**

Examples of training and test stimuli, Experiments 1 and 2 (items undergoing metathesis presented first; faithful items presented second).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Training/Old items</th>
<th>New items</th>
<th>New Segment items</th>
<th>New Position items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onset-R</td>
<td>ur bi ubri vs.</td>
<td>ar ge agre vs.</td>
<td>el ga egla vs.</td>
<td>ep ri erpi vs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ur bi urbi</td>
<td>ar ge arge</td>
<td>el ga elga</td>
<td>ep ri erpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset-L</td>
<td>al be able vs.</td>
<td>el ga egla vs.</td>
<td>ar ge arge</td>
<td>uk le ulke vs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>al be albe</td>
<td>el ga elga</td>
<td>ar ge arge</td>
<td>uk le ulke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda-R</td>
<td>op ri orpi vs.</td>
<td>ep ri erpi vs.</td>
<td>uk lo ulko vs.</td>
<td>ar ge arge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>op ri orpi</td>
<td>ep ri erpi</td>
<td>uk lo ulko</td>
<td>ar ge arge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda-L</td>
<td>ik lo ilko vs.</td>
<td>uk le ulke vs.</td>
<td>ep ri erpi vs.</td>
<td>el ga egla vs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ik lo ilko</td>
<td>uk le ulke</td>
<td>ep ri erpi</td>
<td>el ga elga</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the same position as in the training). Selecting the metathesis (as opposed to the no-change/faithful) option demonstrates that the participant has learned the general metathesis pattern. Note that selecting the metathesis option on these items is critical for understanding the interpretation of the New Segment and New Position items.

New Segment items contained the liquid that had not appeared during training (/l/ in the L conditions, and /l/ in the R conditions), but the position of the liquid remained constant. New Position items contained the same liquid that appeared in training, but the position of the liquid was reversed from what appeared in training. Selecting the metathesis item (as opposed to the no-change/faithful) option demonstrates that the participant is able to apply the general metathesis pattern to novel segments. For example, a learner exposed to a metathesis pattern in which /l/ switches with /p/ (e.g., /lp/ → /pl/), could represent the pattern very generally (e.g., adjacent consonants switch), or very specifically (e.g., /l/ and /p/ switch). If the learner extends the metathesis to segments that were not heard in training, it suggests that the learner formed a general rule rather than a specific rule. Previous results in the artificial grammar learning literature suggest that learners are able to make generalizations about novel segments for patterns that can be easily applied to multiple segments in a category, especially when the two sounds are phonetically very similar (Cristia, Mielke, Daland, & Peperkamp, 2013; Finley, 2011a; Finley & Badecker, 2009a; White, 2014), which is the case with the present metathesis pattern. Thus, it is expected that learners will be able to generalize to novel segments in both the Onset and the Coda conditions.

The New Position test items were critical for testing the hypothesis that learners who are exposed to an arbitrary metathesis pattern with no structural improvements (e.g., a coda) will be more likely to generalize the pattern to items that create a different syllable structure (e.g., an onset) compared to learners who are exposed to a grounded pattern with structural improvements (e.g., maximal onsets). Selecting the metathesis option demonstrates that the participant has learned a metathesis pattern general enough to apply to a novel syllable structure. If learners in the Onset condition represent the metathesis pattern as a way to satisfy the Maximal Onset Principle, then these learners will be less likely to extend the pattern when metathesis does not result in an onset, thereby supporting the substantively biased theory of learning. The substantively biased theory of learning hypothesizes that learners in the Onset condition will show fewer metathesis responses for New Position items compared to learners in the Coda conditions.

Stimuli

An adult female native English speaker recorded all stimuli. While the speaker was aware that the stimuli were to be used for an artificial grammar learning study, the speaker was unaware of the hypothesis of the study. Each token was spoken four times in list format. A single token was chosen from the second or third element of the set in order to keep the prosody as uniform as possible. The first and last elements were avoided to avoid the intonation of first and last elements in a list. The speaker was told to pronounce each item as clearly and accurately as possible (without reducing vowels). Stress on the disyllabic words was placed on the final syllable, but the speaker was not given any cues to syllabification. Monosyllabic items were recorded separately from bisyllabic items (e.g., /ep/ and /le/ were recorded from one list, while /epla/ and /elpa/ were recorded from a second list), and the triads were constructed in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2015) through concatenation of sound files. Approximately 400 ms of silence was placed between each monosyllabic item in the training set, with 750 ms ISI between each item. Approximately 1000 ms of silence was placed between each set of three items in the test phase. All stimuli were normalized to 70 dB.

Procedure

Participants were told that they would be listening to words from a language they had never heard before, and their task was to listen to the way the novel language sounded, but that they need not try and memorize the forms. Participants were told that the words would be presented in sets of three, with two words followed by the combined form, as in ‘tooth’, ‘brush’ and ‘toothbrush’. The training consisted of 24 triads repeated five times each. Following training, participants completed a two-alternative forced-choice test that contained 40 items, 10 for each test item condition described above. Participants were told that they would hear two sets of three words; two words followed by the combined form. One of the sets belongs to the language, and the other set does not belong to the language. If participants believed the first set of words belonged to the language, they were to press the ‘a’ key; if they believed the second set of words belonged to the language, they were to press the ‘l’ key. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible, and to listen to both sets of words before responding, but no time limit was given for responses. For this reason, reaction time was not a reliable measure of learning, as participants waited to make a selection after hearing both options, even if the participant immediately believed the first option was grammatical. The experiment took approximately 15 min to complete.

Results

Fig. 1 reports the means and standard errors of the proportion of items in which participants chose the metathesis option (as opposed to the no change/faithful option) in the two alternative forced choice test. Because the results did not differ for L and R conditions (see below), and for ease of reading, the figure combines these conditions. The Onset Conditions showed high rates of metathesis responses for Old (mean = 0.90, SD = 0.15), New (mean = 0.95, SD = 0.08), and New Segment (mean = 0.87, SD = 0.20) items, but lower rates of metathesis responding for New Position items (mean = 0.59, SD = 0.28). In contrast, the Onset Conditions showed relatively high rates of metathesis responses for all four test conditions: Old...
The data were analyzed using a generalized linear mixed effects logistic regression fit by the Laplace approximation using the lme4 package in R (R Development Core Team, 2011) with Coda/Onset and Test Condition as crossed factors, with Old items serving as the reference for comparison. The alpha for significance was $p < .05$, based on $z$ scores ($z > 1.96$). For simplicity, and because a logistic regression (with random slopes for items, and random intercepts for subjects) comparing the L and R conditions was not significantly different ($\beta = 0.43, SE = 0.44, z = 0.96, p = .33$), L and R variables were not used as fixed variables in the model. The model was created with the maximal set of random slopes and intercepts for subjects and items that would successfully converge (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013).

When Old items served as the baseline, the model with random intercepts for both subjects and items failed to converge, but there was no significant difference between a model with random intercepts for subjects and a model with random intercepts for items ($\chi^2 = 1$).

The comparison between the model with no interaction effects and the model with an interaction effect was significant ($\chi^2(3) = 23.56, p < .001$). Note that the kappa estimate for assessing colinearity was 16.01 (HLPLab, 2011).

When Old items served as the baseline, the model with random intercepts for both subjects and items failed to converge, but there was no significant difference between a model with random intercepts for subjects and a model with random intercepts for items ($\chi^2 = 1$).

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$SE$</th>
<th>$z$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept (Baseline = Old)</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>7.49***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept (Baseline = New Segment)</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>9.14***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda vs. Onset (Baseline = Old)</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New vs. Old</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewSeg vs. Old</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewPos vs. Old</td>
<td>-2.37</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-6.92**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda vs. Onset $\times$ New vs. Old</td>
<td>-0.87</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>-1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda vs. Onset $\times$ NewSeg vs. Old</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda vs. Onset $\times$ NewPos vs. Old</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New position comparisons</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda-L</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>3.58***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda-R</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>3.58***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset-L</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset-R</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda vs. Onset</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. $0.05 < p < .10$
2. $p < .05$
3. $p < .01$
4. $p < .001$

SD = 0.22 (this statistic was based on the comparison between Onset and Coda conditions when New Position serves as the reference for comparison).

In order to determine whether the responses to New Position items were significantly different from chance (0.50), the intercept of separate models was recorded for each condition: (Coda-L, Coda-R, Onset-L, and Onset-R) with random intercepts for subjects and items. By running a model with only the New Position items, the intercept shows the significance of the reference condition; changing the reference condition for each condition gives the significance as compared to 50% chance for each test condition. While both Coda-L (mean = 0.76, SD = 0.22) and Coda-R (mean = 0.72, SD = 0.22) showed a significant intercept (suggesting a significant difference from chance), the Onset-L condition (mean = 0.58, SD = 0.30) did not show a significant intercept, and the Onset-R condition (mean = 0.60, SD = 0.26) showed a significant intercept ($z > 1.96$). For simplicity, and because a logistic regression (with random slopes for items, and random intercepts for subjects) comparing the L and R conditions was not significantly different ($\beta = 0.43, SE = 0.44, z = 0.96, p = .33$), L and R variables were not used as fixed variables in the model. The model was created with the maximal set of random slopes and intercepts for subjects and items that would successfully converge (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013).

When Old items served as the baseline, the model with random intercepts for both subjects and items failed to converge, but there was no significant difference between a model with random intercepts for subjects and a model with random intercepts for items ($\chi^2 = 1$). Note that the kappa estimate for assessing colinearity was 16.01 (HLPLab, 2011).
Discussion

Participants were more likely to extend to the metathesis pattern to New Position items in the Coda conditions compared to the Onset conditions. This supports the hypothesis that the perceptual and structural improvements that ground phonological patterns are a part of the learned representation of a novel phonological pattern.

One potential issue with Experiment 1 is that participants may have formed an ambiguous (ambisyllabic) syllable parse, in which the complex onsets from Experiment 1 were parsed as both a coda of the first syllable and an onset and the onset of the second syllable (Kahn, 1976; Treiman & Danis, 1988; Treiman & Zukowski, 1990). If this were the case, then the /p/ in a word like [epla] would be both the coda of the initial syllable and an onset of the final syllable. While the distributional cues for stops and liquids may provide sufficient cues to syllabification in general, the artificial nature of the stimuli could have reduced reliability of regular distributional cues, and lead participants to interpret the stimuli using an incorrect parse. An incorrect parse of the stimuli could explain the generalization to New Position items for the Coda conditions; if learners perceived the New Position items as having a coda, then they would be more likely to accept these items, not because they learned a general pattern, but because they learned something along the lines of ‘metathesis creates codas’. Because this study is testing how learners represent novel phonological patterns, it is important to better understand how learners represented the patterns in Experiment 1. Experiment 2 attempts to address this concern by disambiguating the beginnings and ends of syllables in the stimuli.

Experiment 2

Experiment 2 contained the same stimuli as Experiment 1, with one major modification: 150 ms of silence was spliced in between each intended onset and coda so that the learner was sure to parse the syllables as the experimenter intended. While previous experiments have shown that 25 ms of silence may be sufficient to induce a word boundary (Peña, Bonatti, Nespor, & Mehler, 2002), those studies used silence to divide CVCC syllables that are less likely to be subject to an ambisyllabic analysis. A 150 ms gap ensured the intended parsing of syllable boundaries, which becomes complicated by potentially ambisyllabic consonant clusters, as were present in the current experiment.

Method

Participants

All participants were fluent speakers of English who had not participated in Experiment 1, and had not been significantly exposed to a language with a regular metathesis pattern. Participants were drawn from a combination of participants from the Elmhurst College Psychology and the Waldorf College participant pools. There were 52 total participants evenly distributed across four conditions, of similar demographics to those of Experiment 1.

Design

The design of Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1.

Stimuli

The stimuli were identical to Experiment 1, except that all stimuli were spliced with 150 ms of silence between syllables to better specify where the syllable boundaries were in the stimuli. All ISIs remained the same for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. An independent coder verified all syllable boundaries. Because the stimuli included added silence, it was extremely difficult to create stimuli that sounded as natural as the stimuli in Experiment 1 - in many cases, the stimuli sounded quite unnatural. This may have affected the results, discussed below.

Procedure

The procedure was identical to Experiment 1.

Results

Mean and standard errors of the proportion of metathesis responses (as opposed to a ‘no change’/faithful response) are presented in Fig. 2. For ease of interpretation, L and R conditions have been combined in the figure. As in Experiment 1, a mixed effects regression model comparing L and R conditions (with random slopes and intercepts for subjects and items) was not significant. /p = 0.17, SE = 0.29, $z = 0.58$, $p = .56$, and were therefore combined in the full analysis.

The data were analyzed in the same manner as Experiment 1, except that the maximal model included random intercepts for subjects and items; the results of this analysis are provided in Table 3. For space considerations, only comparisons related to the hypotheses are noted in the text.12 There was a significant intercept when the reference point was Old items, suggesting that overall, participants selected the metathesis option significantly greater than chance for Old items. There was also a marginally significant difference between the Coda (mean = 0.74, SD = 0.19) and

12 Note that the kappa estimate for assessing colinearity was 16.00 (HILPlab, 2011). The comparison between the model with an interaction term and without was significant ($\chi^2(3) = 25.34, p < .001$).
Onset conditions for Old items (mean = 0.85, SD = 0.18), suggesting that learners in the Onset Condition may have found the learning task somewhat easier. There was an overall significant difference between Old (mean = 0.79, SD = 0.19) and New Position (mean = 0.49, SD = 0.29) items, but with a significant interaction for the Coda vs. Onset and Old vs. New Position, suggesting a that the difference between Old and New Position items was larger for the Onset conditions compared to the Coda conditions, in line with the hypothesis that learners in the Onset condition will be less likely to choose the metathesis pattern for New Position items. However, the difference between Onset (mean = 0.43, SD = 0.25) and Coda conditions (mean = 0.55, SD = 0.31) for New Position items was only marginally significant.

In addition, the intercept was recorded for a model comparing responses to New Position items all four conditions (Coda-L, Coda-R, etc.) with random intercepts for subjects and items. No conditions showed significant intercepts for New Position items, suggesting a general failure to generalize to the New Position items in Experiment 2. Note that the Coda conditions were generally above 50% chance, while the Onset conditions were generally below 50% chance, explaining the marginal difference between Onset and Coda for New Position items.

The intercept when the reference point was New Segment items was not significantly different from chance, suggesting that the participants in Experiment 2 failed to generalize to novel segments.

While the comparison between Onset and Coda for New Position items in Experiment 2 did not reach statistical significance, the trends in the data remained the same as Experiment 1, suggesting that the results of Experiment 1
were not due to syllable parsing alone. It is possible that the failure to find significance was a result of general difficulty in learning the pattern for some participants. To test this, Experiment 2 was reanalyzed using only participants who scored above 50% in the overall experiment, coded as ‘learners’. This reanalysis involved removal of one participant from the Onset-R condition, two participants from the Onset-L condition, six participants from the Coda-L condition, and three participants from the Coda-R condition.13 Note that all of these participants scored at or above chance on New items. The results of the analysis are provided in Table 3.14 As in the previous analysis, there was a significant interaction between the New Position vs. Old items comparison and the Onset vs. Coda comparison. Unlike the previous analysis, there was a significant difference between the Onset (mean = 0.47, SD = 0.24) and Coda (mean = 0.68, SD = 0.29) conditions for New Position items. In addition, the difference between Onset (mean = 0.90, SD = 0.12) and Coda (mean = 0.84, SD = 0.15) conditions was no longer significant for Old items, which was expected, as only participants who learned the pattern are included in this analysis. Further, the intercept when the reference point was New Segment items was significantly different from chance, suggesting that the learners in Experiment 2 were able to generalize to novel segments. This reanalysis provides a replication of Experiment 1.

Discussion

Experiment 2 replicated the results of Experiment 1 when participants who did not choose the metathesis option on more than 50% of trials were excluded. This suggests that the results of Experiment 1 were not due to syllable parsing alone.

In Experiment 1, participants in the Onset conditions did not choose the metathesis option for New Position items at a rate significantly different from chance. The New Position items in Experiments 1 and 2 pitted a complex onset (e.g., [epla]) against a coda (e.g., [elpa]). The Onset option in New Position items was the result of a faithful parse (e.g., /ap/ + /le/ → [a.ple]), while the coda option resulted from metathesis (e.g., /ap/ + /le/ → [al.pe]). If learners in the Onset conditions preferred maximized onsets to metathesis, one would expect that learners would choose the metathesis option at a rate below chance, but no preference emerged. This pattern of responses suggests that participants in the Onset conditions of Experiments 1–2 did not simply select the complex onset option, but were willing to apply metathesis even if it did not create a complex onset.

13 Note that the general results were the same when we included participants who scored above 50% on Old, New and New Segment items (excluding New Position items). This analysis included the same participants as the analysis shown, as well as two participants from the Onset-R condition, and one participant each from the Coda-L and Coda-R conditions.

14 The new model also showed no differences between L and R conditions ($\chi^2 = 0.0022, SD = 0.30, z = 0.007, p = .99$). Note that the kappa estimate for assessing colinearity was 14.22 (HLPLab, 2011). The comparison between the model that included an interaction and the model that did not was significant. $\chi^2(3) = 19.13, p < .001$.

The prosodic structure of the stimuli may have prevented learners in the Onset conditions from forming a preference for onsets in New Position items. Metathesis often applies in order to increase the perceptual salience of the sounds in a word (Hume, 2004). Training items in the Onset conditions resulted in a coda consonant in the input (e.g., /al/), becoming a part of the onset of a stressed syllable (e.g., /aple/, where the stressed syllable is in bold). This means that the training in the Onset conditions was ambiguous between creating a maximal onset and having all consonants in a stressed syllable. This ambiguity is removed in Experiment 3 by moving the stress of the bisyllabic item from the final syllable to the initial syllable. In training, participants in the Onset condition are trained on items in which metathesis results in a maximal onset in the unstressed position (the second syllable), thereby removing any ambiguity of perceptual prominence.

Experiment 3

In Experiment 3, participants were exposed to the same general metathesis pattern as Experiment 1, except that stress was placed on the initial syllable, rather than the final syllable in the bisyllabic form. Creating stress on the initial syllable should remove any ambiguity that the onset is the motivation for metathesis, rather than a stressed position (e.g., /el/ /pa/ → /epla/). Since the stressed position is no longer a possible motivator for metathesis, learners should only choose items that create a complex onset. This predicts that learners in the Onset condition in Experiment 3 will select the metathesis option (e.g., /ep/ /le/ → /elpe/) at a rate lower than chance (50%).

In addition, the potential ambisyllabicity was removed during the creation of the stimuli, as the speaker was instructed to clearly articulate the syllable boundary, which was then verified by an independent coder.

Method

Participants

All participants were fluent speakers of American English who had not participated in Experiments 1–2, and had not been significantly exposed to a language with a regular metathesis pattern, with similar demographics to those of Experiments 1–2. Participants were drawn from the Pacific Lutheran University Psychology participant pool. Twenty-one participants participated in the Coda condition and 18 participants participated in the Onset condition. Five participants were excluded because they were not native English speakers.

Design

The design of Experiment 3 was similar to Experiment 1. However, because the L and R conditions did not yield significantly different responses in Experiments 1 and 2, participants were only trained on the L conditions.
Stimuli

The items in Experiment 3 were identical to Experiment 1, recorded by a female speaker of American English (different from Experiments 1 and 2), except that stress was placed on the initial syllable, and the talker made an effort to separate the first and second syllables in the bisyllabic forms. An independent coder verified all syllable boundaries.

Procedure

The procedure was identical to Experiments 1 and 2.

Results

Means and standard errors of the proportion of metathesis responses (as opposed to ‘no change’/faithful responses) are presented in Fig. 3. The Onset condition showed relatively high rates of metathesis responses for Old (mean = 0.92, SD = 0.13), New (mean = 0.89, SD = 0.15) and New Segment (mean = 0.85, SD = 0.18) items, but low rates of metathesis responses for New Position items (mean = 0.34, SD = 0.30). The Coda condition showed relatively high rates of metathesis responses for Old (mean = 0.81, SD = 0.20), New (mean = 0.83, SD = 0.22) and New Segment (mean = 0.83, SD = 0.18) items, but with rates of metathesis responses for New Position items only numerically above chance (mean = 0.57, SD = 0.29).

The data were analyzed in the same fashion as for Experiments 1–2. The maximal model included random slopes and intercepts for items. Results for this model are shown in Table 4. For space considerations, only the comparisons of interests are noted in the text. There was a significant difference between the Coda and Onset conditions for Old items, suggesting that learners in the Coda condition may have found the learning task somewhat easier. There was also an overall significant difference between New Position items only numerically above chance (mean = 0.57, SD = 0.29).

The intercept was recorded for a model comparing New Position items. There was a significant interaction between Old vs. New Position items and Onset vs. Coda for New Position items found in Experiments 1–2. Learners in the Coda condition were more likely to extend the metathesis pattern to a novel position compared to learners in the Onset condition. However, this was carried by the fact that learners in the Onset condition selected the metathesis (coda) option significantly less than chance for New Position items, suggesting a preference for items containing a complex onset. In addition, participants in the Coda condition did not select the metathesis option in New Position items at a rate greater than chance. This difference is predicted by the stress change in Experiment 3. In the Onset condition, metathesis resulted in a complex onset in an unstressed syllable.

Discussion

Experiment 3 replicated the difference between Onset and Coda for New Position items found in Experiments 1–2. Learners in the Coda condition were more likely to extend the metathesis pattern to a novel position compared to learners in the Onset condition. However, this was carried by the fact that learners in the Onset condition selected the metathesis (coda) option significantly less than chance for New Position items, suggesting a preference for items containing a complex onset. In addition, participants in the Coda condition did not select the metathesis option in New Position items at a rate greater than chance. This difference is predicted by the stress change in Experiment 3. In the Onset condition, metathesis resulted in a complex onset in an unstressed syllable.

Note that the kappa estimate for assessing colinearity was 16.61 (HLPLab, 2011). The comparison between the model that included an interaction and the model that did not was significant, $\chi^2(3) = 24.05$, $p < .001$.

Note that with a Bonferroni correction applied, the Onset condition is only marginally significant, $p = .054$. 

![Fig. 3. Experiment 3 results: means and standard errors.](image-url)
highlighting the importance of an onset over a coda, even in a prominent (stressed) position. In the Coda condition, metathesis resulted a coda in a stressed position (e.g., /ep/ + /la/ → [elpa]), a prominent position that may be the target for metathesis. This may have created some phonetic motivation for the metathesis that would drive some speakers away from generalizing the metathesis to the novel (onset) position (e.g., /el/ /pa/ → /epla/), which may have driven some participants to select the metathesis option at a rate lower than 50% chance. Of the 21 participants in the Coda condition, 13 (62%) selected the metathesis option more than half the time, one (5%) selected the metathesis item exactly half of the time, and seven (33%) selected the metathesis item less than half of the time. This suggests that while the majority of participants showed the same pattern as Experiment 1 (where 19 (79%), of the 24 participants in the Coda conditions chose the metathesis option more than half of the time), a strong proportion of participants in the Coda condition of Experiment 3 may have learned a metathesis pattern that resulted in consonants placed in stressed position.

Experiment 3 demonstrated that stress assignment plays an important role in how syllables are parsed, and therefore, the structural constraints that learners use to represent the novel metathesis pattern. Experiments 1–3 tested the role of syllable structure constraints without consideration of syllable contact. Syllable contact laws govern how syllabification interacts with sonority. Syllable contact is a measure of the change in sonority at a syllable boundary (Vennemann, 1988). For example, sonority rises at the syllable boundary in [ep.la]: the coda /p/ is an obstruent (low sonority), and the onset /l/ is a sonorant (high sonority). Sonority falls at the syllable boundary in [el.pa]: the coda /l/ is a sonorant (high sonority) and the onset /p/ is an obstruent (low sonority). Most languages prefer falling sonority across a syllable boundary (Clements, 1988; Gouskova, 2004). In Leti, a language that does not allow complex onsets, metathesis is more likely to occur when the result is falling sonority across a syllable boundary (e.g., /urun/ → [urnu] “beautiful”) (Hume, 1998). In English, speakers tend to parse /epla/ as [epla] with the onset maximized, meaning that the first syllable has only a vowel (a high sonority) and the second syllable starts with /p/, low sonority. Because English allows complex onsets, the change from /epla/ to [epla] creates a better English syllable than the change from /epla/ to [elpa]. Thus, it may be possible to explain the results of Experiments 1–3 in terms of syllable contact, rather than onset maximization. Experiment 4 controls for onset maximization and syllable contact in order to fully explore the effects from Experiments 1–3.

Experiment 4

Experiment 4 explored the possibility that learners made use of syllable contact to represent a novel metathesis pattern, rather than in terms of maximization of onsets. Participants were exposed to a metathesis pattern in which metathesis only improved or degraded the syllable contact, but did not change the syllable structure. While metathesis often improves syllable contact (Hume, 2001, 2004), the result is always improvement in perceptibility, rather than syllable contact alone. Recent studies have argued that syllable contact may be a placeholder for a range of perceptual effects that happen to pattern along the theoretical sonority hierarchy (Henke, Kaisse, & Wright, 2012), suggesting that even in cases where metathesis follows syllable contact laws (as in Leti (Hume, 1998)), they may be governed by more general constraints based in syllable structure (e.g., onset maximization and avoidance of codas) and perceptual constraints. Thus, it is expected that participants in Experiment 4 will learn a general metathesis pattern rather than a pattern couched solely in terms of syllable contact.

In Experiment 4, learners were exposed to a metathesis pattern in which a stop consonant (e.g., /p, t, k/) was switched with the sonorant nasal /m/. Participants in the Increased Sonority condition were exposed to a metathesis pattern that increased sonority at the syllable boundary and improved syllable contact (e.g., /em/ /pa/ → [ep. ma]), while participants in the Decreased Sonority condition were exposed to a metathesis pattern that decreased sonority at the syllable boundary and did not improve syllable contact (e.g., /ep/ /ma/ → [em.pal]). It is important to note that neither the Increased nor the Decreased Sonority conditions involved metathesis that improved perceptibility or syllable structure. Metathesis in the Increased Sonority condition results in a stop in coda position. Coda stops are perceptibly weak (Steriade, 2001), and tend to be subject to phonological processes that enhance overall perceptibility (e.g., deletion or metathesis). In contrast, metathesis in the Decreased Sonority condition results in a nasal in coda position. Nasal codas are also subject to degraded perceptibility. The major difference between the Decreased and Increased Sonority conditions is syllable contact rather than syllable structure or perceptibility. If learners make use of syllable contact in learning metathesis, then learners should be more likely to extend the metathesis pattern to New Position items in the Increased Sonority condition (which degrades syllable contact) compared to the Decreased Sonority condition (which improves syllable contact). However, if learners make use of syllable structure and/or perceptual constraints, then learners should extend the metathesis pattern to New Position items in both conditions equally.

Method

Participants

All participants were fluent speakers of English who had not participated in Experiments 1–3, from the Pacific Lutheran University Psychology participant pool, and had not had significant exposure to a language with a regular metathesis pattern. There were 42 participants (21 in each condition) who participated for course credit, whose gender and age were representative of the university population. Two participants were excluded from analysis because these participants failed to follow directions.
The design of Experiment 4 was similar to Experiments 1–3, with the following changes. Participants in the Increased Sonority condition were exposed to a metathesis pattern that resulted in an increase in sonority at the syllable boundary (e.g., /em/ + /do/ → [edmo]), while participants in the Decreased Sonority condition were exposed to a metathesis pattern that resulted in a decrease in sonority at the syllable boundary (e.g., /ed/ + /mo/ → [emdo]). In addition, Experiment 4 did not make use of New Segment test items, thus simplifying the design to include only Old, New and New Position items.

The stimuli were created in the same manner as Experiments 1–3, except that a different female speaker was used. Stress in bisyllabic items was placed on the initial syllable. In addition, the set of consonants included the stops /p, t, k, b, d, g/ and the nasal /m/. Participants in the Decreased Sonority condition were exposed to sequences of the form: /VC stop/ + /mV/ → [VmCstopV] (e.g., /ip/ + /me/ → [impe]). Participants in the Increased Sonority condition were exposed to sequences of the form: /Vm/ + /C stopV/ → [VCstopmV], (e.g., /im/ + /pe/ → [ipme]). Examples of training and test stimuli for Experiment 4 are provided in Table 5.

The procedure was identical to Experiments 1–3.

Mean proportion and standard error of metathesis responses (as opposed to a ‘no change’ response) are presented in Fig. 4. The rate of metathesis responses was relatively high for the Increased Sonority condition: Old (mean = 0.84, SD = 0.22), New (mean = 0.87, SD = 0.21), and New Position (mean = 0.70, SD = 0.29) items. A similar pattern was found Decreased Sonority condition: Old (mean = 0.82, SD = 0.21), New (mean = 0.74, SD = 0.14), and New Position (mean = 0.67, SD = 0.26) items.

The data in Experiment 4 were analyzed in the same manner as Experiments 1–3, with the maximal model having random slopes and intercepts for subjects and random intercepts for items. The full list of results17 is provided in Table 6. For space considerations, only comparisons related to the hypotheses are discussed in the text. Overall, there was a significant difference between Old (mean = 0.83, SD = 0.21) and New Position items (mean = 0.68, SD = 0.27),

17 The colinearity estimate was 12.15. The comparison between the model that included an interaction and the model that did not was not significant, $\chi^2(2) = 2.04, p = .35$.
but unlike Experiments 1–3, the interaction with conditions was not significant, suggesting that the reduction in metathesis responses from Old to New Position items was relatively even across conditions. This is in line with the hypothesis that learners did not base their representations relatively even across conditions. The intercept was recorded for a model comparing responses to New Position items for both Increased and Decreased Sonority conditions with random intercepts for subjects and items. Both Increased (mean = 0.70, SD = 0.29) and Decreased (mean = 0.67, SD = 0.26) Sonority conditions showed significant intercepts, suggesting that learners were selecting the metathesis response greater than 50% chance, but there were no significant differences between Increased and Decreased Sonority conditions, further supporting the conclusion that the metathesis pattern was not learned in terms of syllable contact.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 4 demonstrate that English-speaking learners will generalize a novel metathesis pattern to a novel structure, even if that novel structure does not improve syllable contact. This suggests that learners in Experiments 1–3 made use of syllable structure, rather than syllable contact to encode the novel metathesis pattern.

General discussion

Taken together, the four experiments in the present paper provide evidence that English-speaking learners make use of syllable structure constraints when learning a novel metathesis pattern. Experiments 1–3 showed that learners who were trained on a grounded metathesis pattern that resulted in a complex onset were less likely to generalize the pattern to items that did not create a complex onset, compared to learners trained on an arbitrary metathesis pattern that resulted in a coda. Experiment 4 demonstrated that the results of Experiments 1–3 were not due to syllable contact constraints. It is possible that syllable contact constraints are useful for speakers under circumstances that create perceptual or structural improvement. Winters (2001) showed that English speakers preferred consonant-consonant metathesis when the perceptibility of the two consonants improved, suggesting that syllable contact law and sonority may serve as a cover constraint for perceptibility (Henke et al., 2012). In addition, Berent and colleagues have shown a robust tendency for language users (independent of language background) to be sensitive to typological generalizations about sonority, even when there is only scant evidence for those generalizations in the native language (Berent & Lennertz, 2010; Berent, Lennertz, Smolensky, & Vaknin-Nusbaum, 2009; Berent et al., 2010; Zhao & Berent, 2015). While Berent et al. (2009) found that English speakers prefer nasal-stop clusters to stop-nasal clusters, a seemingly contradictory result from Experiment 4, the clusters used in Berent et al. (2009) were illegal in English, while the consonants used in the present study crossed a syllable boundary and were therefore legal in English.

A possible alternative explanation for the results in Experiments 1–3 is that learners in the Onset condition only learned that the language required complex onsets, and did not learn a metathesis pattern. For this to occur, participants must learn the structural constraints of the output, rather than the structural change. This possibility would be evidence of output-based learning rather than process-based learning, but would still support the hypothesis that learners make use of structural constraints when learning. Many languages make use of multiple repair strategies in order to satisfy a single markedness constraint (e.g., “CODA”) [Wilson, 2001]. If learners first place the relevant markedness constraint in a high-ranked position before re-ranking faithfulness constraints, it could help to explain why some phonological processes appear to be stored in terms of a structural constraint along with several repair options. While it is not clear how to fully test this alternative explanation, there are several reasons to doubt that this occurred. First, in Experiment 1, learners in the Onset condition did not select the metathesis option at a rate lower than chance, suggesting no strong preference for complex onsets in the New Position items. Second, given that the other conditions showed evidence for learning the metathesis pattern, it is unlikely that failure to learn metathesis only occurs when metathesis results in a complex onset.

The present experiment made use of American English speakers. In English, onsets are maximized and codas are tolerated. For many languages, however, complex onsets are ungrammatical. As noted above, metathesis in Leti is motivated by avoidance of complex onsets (Hume, 1998). If learners make use of their own language-specific constraints when learning novel phonological patterns, speakers of a language that avoids complex onsets should show the opposite pattern of generalization of the metathesis pattern compared to English speakers. In addition, languages that tolerate complex consonant clusters and violations of sonority sequencing principles (such as several Slavic languages like Polish and Russian) may show different patterns of learning and generalization of metathesis. A question for future research is how learners with various L1 backgrounds learn novel phonological patterns differently.

The results of the present study demonstrate that learners can encode syllable structure constraints when learning novel phonological patterns, supporting a framework like Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 2004) in which metathesis (and other phonological patterns) are governed through an interaction between markedness constraints (constraints on the structure of language) and faithfulness constraints (constraints limiting changes from the input to the output). This is in line with several other artificial grammar learning experiments showing support for OT, such as the transitivity principle (Guest, Dell, & Cole, 2000). Because markedness constraints can specify the kind of phonological structures that motivate metathesis (e.g., Maximize Onsets, “CODA”), metathesis only applies when the relevant markedness constraints would be violated otherwise. However, arbitrary metathesis must apply
as an ‘ad hoc’ constraint that applies generally, regardless of what markedness constraints might be violated. If ad hoc constraints are easily created, there is a question of why these constraints are not applied to all patterns. If learners are biased toward patterns that are grounded in terms of markedness constraints or structural improvements, then learners may require more evidence in order to create an ad hoc metathesis constraint. If markedness constraints are learned along with the L1 grammar, then creating new rankings based on learned constraints should be easier than posing a novel constraint. This may explain why synchronic metathesis patterns are typically grounded in some kind of perceptual or structural improvement, and those without such phonetically based improvements tend to be highly constrained by morphology (Blevins & Garrett, 1998; Hume, 2004).

If learners in the present study made use of constraints such as those found in OT, learning the metathesis pattern would result in lowering of the ranking for **LINEARITY** over a high-ranked markedness constraint. One concern is that lowering the **LINEARITY** constraint could induce errors elsewhere in speech, meaning that creating an ad hoc constraint to satisfy the experiment might be both easier and less risky. However, speakers readily adapt to the speech around them (Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Dell, Reed, Adams, & Meyer, 2000), and this adaptation can result in changes in production (referred to as phonetic convergence) (Kim, Horton, & Bradlow, 2011), suggesting that the phonological system is highly adaptable, and allows for the possibility of temporary changes to constraint rankings. More research is needed to understand how learners adapt to novel speakers, novel languages, and novel rules.

While the present experiments support an abstract approach to phonology such as the ones advocated for in OT, it is important to explore other approaches to phonology, specifically the role of frequency. Hume (2004) argues that speakers tend to prefer metathesis patterns that produce a sequence that is more frequent in the language. In order to test the hypothesis that learning was based in terms of frequency of adjacent consonants rather than syllable structure, log2 frequencies were computed for the sound sequences in Experiments 1–3 using ngram data compiled from Google Books corpus (Norvig, n.d.). While the onset clusters were numerically more frequent than the clusters in the Coda condition, the difference was not significant (Coda mean = 30.07, SD = 1.92, Onset Mean 31.38, SD = 2.19, t(22) = 1.56, p = .13), suggesting that the results of Experiments 1–3 are unlikely to be due to frequency alone. The same statistics were taken for Experiment 4, with the same result; Increased Sonority clusters were numerically more frequent than Decreased Sonority, but the difference between the two conditions’ frequencies were not statistically significant (Decreased Sonority mean = 26.70, SD = 4.25, Increased Sonority mean 27.86, SD = 1.54, t(10) = .63, p = .54), suggesting that if the trend of frequency differences alone were enough to cause the differences in Experiments 1–3, then these differences should have been seen in Experiment 4 as well, as the trends pulled in the same direction (though without statistical significance).

The data in the present experiments may shed some light on the distinction between abstract and exemplar models of phonological processes. In exemplar models of phonology, speakers store the phonetic details of every instance of every utterance both heard and spoken (Pierrehumbert, 2001), including talker specific details (Nygaard, 1998). Generalization from stored instances to novel instances is based on the similarity of the known instance to the novel instance. While exemplar theories do not specifically spell out how generalization to novel items occurs, an exemplar model should predict that the Coda and Onset conditions should generalize to New Position items at the same rate, since the perceptual difference from onset to coda are equivalent regardless of direction (e.g., onset to coda or coda to onset). Because generalization of the metathesis pattern in the New Condition items was different for Onset and Coda positions, it suggests that similarity alone (as predicted by exemplar models) cannot account for the data. This supports a view in which phonological representations share an abstract level of processing (Cohen-Goldberg, 2015). This abstract level of processing has been supported in several areas of research, where learners of novel artificial languages (Finley, 2013; Linzen & Gallagher, 2014) and native English speakers (Cohen-Goldberg, 2015) generalize beyond the lexical statistics.

While exemplar models do not make the correct prediction about the differences between Onset and Coda conditions, they do make the correct prediction that as differences between the training items and test items increase, generalization should decrease. Across all experiments, there was a general, reliable tendency for rates of metathesis responding to decrease from Old to New Position items. Even when learners reliably extend the metathesis pattern to new segments and new positions, metathesis responses are always greatest to familiar items. This suggests that factors like similarity and frequency must play some role in representation and generalization. A question for future research is to incorporate the ideas from exemplar theories into an abstract model of phonology (Cohen-Goldberg, 2015).

If metathesis in the Coda condition was based on an arbitrary, ad-hoc rule, while metathesis in the Onset condition was based on a grounded rule (i.e., metathesize in order to create a complex onset), one might argue that the metathesis rule in Coda condition was actually less complex than the metathesis rule in the Onset condition. For example, a general rule can be classified as ‘first order’ (e.g., /k/ is an onset), while a restricted rule can be classified as ‘second order’ (e.g., /k/ is an onset when the vowel is /i/). Previous research has shown that second order rules take longer to learn than first order rules (Warker & Dell, 2006). It is possible that second order rules may not necessarily be more difficult to learn if the conditions of the second order rule are part of the prior knowledge base, or if learners are biased to find specific types of patterns. Learning a pattern may be easier if the pattern is expected, compared to rules that are unexpected or unnatural. Evidence that learners make use of biases when forming conditional learning has come from artificial learning of vowel harmony, where vowels agree in a specific feature value.
Learners were more likely to learn a restricted round harmony vowel pattern that fit with the perceptual biases of the language user and the typology of harmony languages compared to a restricted harmony pattern that went against perceptual biases (Finley, 2012).

Implications for domain general cognition

The results of the present study have important consequences for a domain general theory of language and cognition. In a domain general view of cognition, phonological processes operate under similar principles as other cognitive processes, but appear different due to modality specific constraints (Frost, Armstrong, Siegelman, & Christiansen, 2015); the difference between views might be expressed in the level of abstraction to which the domain general rules apply. While metathesis is discussed as a purely phonological pattern, the process of switching elements is not specific to sounds. For example, in arranging files in an office, one might alternate the color of files (e.g., red and green) in order to create ease in sorting. This structural constraint might result in files being ‘switched’ around to achieve this structural parsimony. In a domain general view, the abstract rule of [A]/+ [B]/ → [BA] can apply regardless of modality, and modality specific constraints must be represented at a level of abstraction specific to the modality. A domain general account of the present study would require that domain specific constraints on syllable structure and perceptibility interact with domain general constraints on linearity of structure. This implies that the LINEARITY constraint in Optimality Theory could operate at a domain general level. It also implies that there may be different types of generalization from a spoken metathesis pattern to a visual analogue, depending on the perceptual motivation for the spoken constraint. While some research has explored transfer of phonological processes to visual modalities (Finley & Christiansen, 2011), more research could be done to understand how phonological systems interact with domain general cognitive processes.

Conclusions

The present paper made use of an artificial grammar learning paradigm in which learners were more likely to generalize a novel metathesis pattern to items that involved a structural improvement (maximization of onsets). These results support a theory of substantively biased learning, where language users make use of perceptual and cognitive constraints when learning novel phonological patterns. The use of these constraints results in a bias toward learning phonetically and cognitively grounded patterns.
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